Affiliation codes for Knowledge Link

INCLUDED IN KNOWLEDGE LINK

People loaded from these sources are loaded in Active Status:

1. **PennPay** - University employees (including student workers) with active job(s)
2. **UPHS** - (HUP, HSSP, CORP, etc.)

People loaded from these sources are loaded in Inactive Status and can “Auto-Activate”:

1. **SRS** - undergraduate, graduate and professional students
2. **Auxiliary Affiliations:**
   o CHOP Children's Hospital of Philadelphia
   o RES Research
   o ADJF Adjunct Faculty
   o MRES Medical Resident
   o VFAC Visiting Faculty
   o VMST Visiting Medical Students
   o VSCO Visiting Scholar
   o VSTU Visiting Student
   o SERV Service Provider
   o CTSY Courtesy
   o UAGT University Business Agent
   o WFAC Wistar Faculty
   o WSTF Wistar Staff
   o MONL Monell Chemical Senses Center

EXCLUDED FROM KNOWLEDGE LINK

ALUM
CHIL
CNV
CONF
DIR
ERF
HOST
LIBR
NGUE
OVSR
PCAL
PGUE
PPOL
PSTU
PUBS
PURC
RECR
RELG
RTSF
SA
SFAC
SPSE
SSC
TEST
TRUS
VOLN
VOLP
WISS
IEMP
PALM

ALL others

---

1 What does “Auto-Activate” mean?

These affiliations are added to Knowledge Link in an “inactive” status but users can activate themselves simply by logging onto Knowledge Link. After they have activated themselves, their supervisors may assign training but not before.